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Constructing protein polyhedra via 
orthogonal chemical interactions

Eyal Golub1, Rohit H. Subramanian1, Julian Esselborn1, Robert G. Alberstein1, Jake B. Bailey1, 
Jerika A. Chiong1, Xiaodong Yan2, Timothy Booth2, Timothy S. Baker2 & F. Akif Tezcan1,3*

Many proteins exist naturally as symmetrical homooligomers or homopolymers1. The 
emergent structural and functional properties of such protein assemblies have 
inspired extensive efforts in biomolecular design2–5. As synthesized by ribosomes, 
proteins are inherently asymmetric. Thus, they must acquire multiple surface patches 
that selectively associate to generate the different symmetry elements needed to 
form higher-order architectures1,6—a daunting task for protein design. Here we 
address this problem using an inorganic chemical approach, whereby multiple modes 
of protein–protein interactions and symmetry are simultaneously achieved by 
selective, ‘one-pot’ coordination of soft and hard metal ions. We show that a 
monomeric protein (protomer) appropriately modified with biologically inspired 
hydroxamate groups and zinc-binding motifs assembles through concurrent Fe3+ and 
Zn2+ coordination into discrete dodecameric and hexameric cages. Our cages closely 
resemble natural polyhedral protein architectures7,8 and are, to our knowledge, 
unique among designed systems9–13 in that they possess tightly packed shells devoid 
of large apertures. At the same time, they can assemble and disassemble in response 
to diverse stimuli, owing to their heterobimetallic construction on minimal 
interprotein-bonding footprints. With stoichiometries ranging from [2 Fe:9 Zn:6 
protomers] to [8 Fe:21 Zn:12 protomers], these protein cages represent some of the 
compositionally most complex protein assemblies—or inorganic coordination 
complexes—obtained by design.

Cage-like architectures have featured prominently in supramolecular 
design, owing to their aesthetically appealing structures and isolated 
interiors, which enable them to encapsulate molecular cargo and to 
perform selective chemical transformations14–18. Inspired by naturally 
occurring polyhedral assemblies, protein engineers have combined 
principles of symmetry with the proper design and arrangement of non-
covalent interfaces to build diverse supramolecular architectures9–13. 
However, some of the key structural features of natural protein cages 
have been difficult to emulate (Fig. 1a). First, each cage is invariably com-
posed of asymmetric protomers, which possess multiple self-associative 
patches to simultaneously satisfy the symmetry requirements necessary 
to build polyhedral assemblies (that is, concurrent generation of at least 
C2 and C3 symmetries, in addition to C4 or C5 symmetries for octahedra 
or icosahedra)1,6. Second, these self-associative patches collectively 
occupy a large fraction of the surface area on each protomer, enabling 
the formation of tightly packed shells with small apertures to enable the 
influx and efflux of select species8. Third, although the inter-protomer 
interfaces in natural protein cages are extensive, to ensure stable and 
selective association, they are also often conformationally flexible and 
chemically tunable, allowing the cages to undergo cooperative motions 
or disassembly in response to external cues7,19.

Given the difficulty of designing multiple, selectively associative 
surfaces on a protomer, construction of artificial cages has relied 

exclusively on using natively oligomeric proteins or designed peptides 
with Cn ≥ 2 symmetries as building blocks and the design of a single type 
of binary protein–protein interaction (PPI) through computation10, 
genetic fusion9,11, disulfide bond formation12 or metal coordination11,13. 
Although these strategies can yield polyhedral symmetries, the result-
ing architectures are highly porous, do not display externally control-
lable assembly or disassembly (with two exceptions)11,13 and cannot be 
easily modified to adopt alternative structures (that is, they are not 
modular or flexible). Inspired by previous work on bimetallic supramo-
lecular coordination cages20,21, we investigated whether these design 
problems could be addressed using an inorganic chemical approach, 
wherein a protomer is equipped with chemically orthogonal coordina-
tion motifs to self-assemble into polyhedral architectures.

Design of bimetallic protein cages
Previously, we have taken advantage of the simultaneous strength, labil-
ity and directionality of metal coordination bonds (particularly those 
formed by late first-row, low-valent transition metal ions) to effect the 
self-assembly of discrete protein complexes5 and extended one-, two- 
and three-dimensional arrays22,23. Typically, selective nucleation sites 
for metal-mediated PPIs are formed by pairs of metal-binding amino 
acids (mainly His, Asp and Glu residues) (Fig. 1b) or non-native bidentate 
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functionalities (for example, 2,2′-bipyridine, 1,10-phenanthroline and 
8-hydroyxquinoline)5,24. However, all of these natural or synthetic 
coordination motifs can be considered as soft (or intermediate-soft) 
according to the Hard-Soft Acid-Base (HSAB) classification25 and have 
considerable overlap in terms of their coordination preferences for 
soft, low-valent transition metal ions. Owing to this lack of chemical 
discrimination, it has not been possible to design a heterometallic 
protein complex for which the self-assembly is selectively guided by 
multiple metal ions that mediate different PPIs.

To achieve this goal, we turned to a bidentate chelating motif, 
hydroxamate (HA, the conjugate base of hydroxamic acid), a common 
functional group found in bacterial siderophores to enable excep-
tionally stable coordination of Fe3+ ions26,27. HA groups preferentially 
form octahedral Fe3+ complexes with an inherent C3 symmetry that 
we sought to impose on protein oligomerization (Fig. 1c). Notably, 
the formation constants of Fe3+:(HA)3 complexes (>1028 M−3) are vastly 
higher than those of other metal–HA complexes, such that they can be 
considered as orthogonal to the aforementioned soft metal–ligand 
combinations26,27. For protein derivatization, we synthesized a small 
reagent, iodo-hydroxamic acid (IHA), which selectively reacts with Cys 
residues (Fig. 1d, Extended Data Fig. 1). The resulting Cys–HA side chain 
is isosteric with that of arginine and devoid of bulky aromatic moieties, 
furnishing a pseudo-natural amino acid functionality with the ability 

to chelate hard metal ions and induce C3 symmetric oligomerization 
on a single-residue footprint.

As a model system, we used cytochrome cb562, a monomeric four-
helix-bundle protein that has proved to be a versatile building block for 
metal-directed protein self-assembly5. A variant of cyt cb562 (CFMC1), 
which was designed and observed to form Zn-mediated dimers in solu-
tion, crystallizes into rhombohedral lattices in which the protomers 
arrange into dodecameric, cage-like units via Zn-mediated crystal pack-
ing interactions28 (Fig. 1e). Whereas Zn-mediated interactions were 
not sufficiently strong to maintain the tetrahedral dodecamers upon 
crystal dissolution, we envisioned that these lattice units could serve 
as a structural model to engineer the protomers such that they would 
form self-standing cages. Looking first to stabilize the C2 symmetric 
interfaces, we incorporated a bidentate His8–Asp12 motif to medi-
ate the antiparallel association of two protomers along their helices 1  
via tetrahedral Zn2+ coordination (Fig. 1f). Given that C3 symmetric 
interfaces are small and heterologous (that is, they involve two dif-
ferent patches on each protomer; Extended Data Fig. 2a), they were 
unsuitable for stabilization by noncovalent interactions. Therefore, 
we focused on the central pores in each C3 symmetric substructure and 
identified positions 63 and 82 as suitable locations for installing Cys–HA 
functionalities, which would stabilize trimeric substructures by form-
ing Fe3+:(HA)3 centres (Fig. 1f). Thus, we prepared two CFMC1 variants 
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cages (DNPEP, aspartyl aminopeptidase; HuHF, human heavy-chain ferritin) 
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protein dimerization induced by tetrahedral Zn2+ coordination of native amino 
acid side chains. c, C3-symmetric protein trimerization induced by octahedral 
Fe3+-tris-hydroxamate coordination. d, Scheme showing modification of native 
Cys side chains with IHA to yield Cys–HA, which is isosteric with arginine  
(light grey). e, Zn-mediated solution dimerization and crystallization of 
CFMC1. f, Structural overview of the cytochrome cb562 scaffold. Salient 
structural elements are shown as sticks.
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designated bimetallic cage 1 and bimetallic cage 2 (BMC1 and BMC2; 
Extended Data Fig. 2b). Both BMC1 and BMC2 bear the His8–Asp12 motif 
on helix 1 and Cys63–HA along with the native peripheral Zn coordina-
tion sites (Ala1N-term, Asp39 and His77) of the parent CFMC1 structure. 
BMC2 additionally contains Cys82–HA (Extended Data Figs. 1, 2b).

Crystals of BMC1 and BMC2 were obtained in the presence of near 
equimolar ZnCl2 and FeSO4. These crystals were isomorphic (R32 space 
group; a = b = 126 ± 1 Å, c = 167 ± 1 Å) with those of CFMC128, indicating 
that they possessed the same underlying lattice structure composed 
of dodecameric units (Extended Data Table 1, Extended Data Fig. 2). 
Crystals were dissolved in a solution lacking the precipitating agent 
(PEG-400) and then analysed by negative-stain transmission electron 
microscopy (ns-TEM; Fig. 2a, Extended Data Fig. 3). The images revealed 
uniform particles with a diameter of 8.4 ± 0.8 nm in the case of BMC2 
but not BMC1, implying that two HA coordination motifs are neces-
sary for cage stability. Analysis of the same BMC2 solution by analyti-
cal ultracentrifugation (AUC) indicated a predominant species with a 
molecular weight (MWobs) of about 140 kDa (Fig. 2b), approximating 
the calculated value (MWcalc) of 150 kDa for a dodecamer. BMC2 par-
ticles dissociated upon treatment with ethylenediamine tetraacetic 
acid (EDTA), confirming their metal-dependent self-assembly (Fig. 2b, 
Extended Data Fig. 3).

We determined the crystal structure of the BMC2 cage at 1.4 Å reso-
lution (Extended Data Table 1), revealing a compact structure with 

the shape of a truncated tetrahedron, outer dimensions of 80 × 90 Å 
and a cavity volume of 32,700 Å3 (Fig. 2c, Extended Data Fig. 4). Like 
natural protein cages, the shell is tightly packed and the largest open-
ing measures less than 4 Å across. Nearly 30% of the surface area 
of each protomer (1,700 Å2 out of 6,500 Å2) is buried in interfaces 
despite a design footprint of only four amino acids (His8, Asp12, Cys63  
and Cys82).

The full complement of metal ions, comprising eight Fe ions (four 
each in the C3 symmetric pores) and eighteen Zn ions (six in C2 interfaces 
and twelve in peripheral sites) are clearly resolved (Fig. 2c). Anomalous 
X-ray diffraction data collected at and below Fe and Zn K-edges indicate 
that the designed Fe- and Zn-coordination sites exclusively bind to their 
cognate ions with no evidence of crosstalk (Extended Data Fig. 5, Sup-
plementary Tables 3–6), which establishes that the metal-dependent 
self-assembly of BMC2 cages occurs with absolute chemical selectiv-
ity. The Fe centres form the eight C3 vertices of a triakis tetrahedron, a 
Catalan solid with twelve equivalent faces (Fig. 2c). It can be viewed as 
the superposition of two tetrahedra: four Fe centres that are coordi-
nated by Cys63–HA motifs generate the larger of these two tetrahedra 
(with an edge length (ledge) of 62 Å), and four Fe centres coordinated by 
Cys82–HA motifs produce the smaller one (ledge = 44 Å) (Fig. 2c). The 
BMC1 structure, in comparison, has a regular tetrahedral arrangement 
of four Fe centres as it lacks the Cys82–HA group (Extended Data Table 1, 
Extended Data Fig. 2).

As designed, the edges of the BMC2 tetrahedra are formed by six Zn 
ions located centrally in C2 interfaces (Fig. 2d). The Fe3+:(Cys63–HA)3 
and Fe3+:(Cys82–HA)3 motifs display near-ideal octahedral geome-
tries (Fig. 2d), with the former in Λ (left handed) and the latter in Δ 
(right handed) configuration (Extended Data Fig. 5). Notably, the Fe3+: 
(Cys82–HA)3 centre also adopts an alternative conformation (20% abun-
dance) owing to the flexibility of the Cys–HA side chain (Extended Data 
Fig. 5k). All Fe–O bond distances are in the range of 1.95–2.1 Å, which are  
typical of Fe3+:(HA)3 complexes29. Given that a Fe2+ precursor was used 
to initiate self-assembly, and as Fe:HA3 centres have low reduction 
potentials (Ered < –400 mV)26, this observation suggests that the protein 
self-assembly involves the initial formation of Fe2+:HA centres, fol-
lowed by the thermodynamically favoured oxidation of these species 
into Fe3+ either by the Fe3+–haem centres embedded in each protomer 
(see Methods) or directly by ambient O2.

Reversible assembly of dodecameric cages
Despite the stability of isolated BMC2 cages, their formation required 
an initial crystallization step. We reasoned that slow crystal nucleation 
or growth kinetics and the high attendant protein and metal concen-
trations probably increased the fidelity and yield of the complex self-
assembly process to produce a discrete supermolecule consisting of 
12 protomers and 26 metal ions of two different kinds. Reasoning that 
strengthened Zn-mediated interactions across the C2 interface could 
increase the efficiency of cage self-assembly in solution, we gener-
ated two second-generation variants based on BMC2: BMC3 and BMC4 
(Extended Data Figs. 1, 2b). In BMC3, the helix 1 surface was engineered 
to form two Zn-coordination sites (composed of His5, His8, Asp12 and 
His16) across the C2 interface, whereas in BMC4 three potential Zn-
coordination sites were engineered (one central site composed of two 
His8–Asp12 pairs as in BMC3 and two peripheral sites composed of 
Glu2, Glu5, His16 and Glu25). In BMC4, we also removed the Cys63–HA 
group with the purpose of eliminating any potential undesired assem-
bly products that involve heteromeric Fe3+ coordination by Cys63–HA 
and Cys82–HA.

BMC3 indeed formed dodecameric cages in solution with high yields 
(>80%) as determined by ns-TEM and AUC measurements (Fig. 3a, 
Extended Data Fig. 3). The 1.85 Å-resolution crystal structure confirmed 
the eight Fe centres in the vertices and the two Zn coordination sites in 
each C2 interface (twelve in total) as well as nine of the twelve possible 
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peripheral Zn sites, which complete a [8 Fe:21 Zn:12 protomers] archi-
tecture (Fig. 3b). Notably, the self-assembly of BMC3 cages in solution 
was dependent on the presence of both Fe and Zn ions. The absence 
of either metal ion or the addition of various other first-row transition 
metal ions instead of Fe led to smaller oligomeric forms of BMC3 or 
non-specific assemblies (Fig. 3a, Extended Data Fig. 6a). BMC3 cages 
also formed with a Fe3+ precursor, Fe(acetylacetonate)3 (Extended Data 
Fig. 6b). Consistent with self-assembly under thermodynamic control, 
the formation of dodecameric cages was independent of the order 
of addition of Fe or Zn ions. We determined the single-particle cryo-
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structure of isolated BMC3 cages at a 
resolution of 2.6 Å (Fig. 3c, Extended Data Table 2). A major portion of 
the assembly could be resolved at 2.0 Å or less (Extended Data Fig. 7). 
At this resolution, nearly all side chains, Zn coordination sites and some 
ordered water molecules are clearly distinguished (Fig. 3d). Consistent 
with the crystallographically observed flexibility of Fe3+:(Cys–HA)3 coor-
dination sites, electron densities in the C3 vertices are diffuse and some 
side chains that display high temperature factors in the crystal struc-
ture are found in alternative conformations in the cryo-EM structure 
(Extended Data Fig. 7). These observations confirm that the solution 
architecture of the BMC3 cage closely reflects the solid-state structure. 
Probably owing to lattice packing, the latter is isotropically compressed 
by around 2–3 Å compared to the former (Fig. 3e), which can be accom-
modated by slight changes in interfacial metal coordination.

Next, we examined the assembly and disassembly behaviour of BMC3 
cages in response to different stimuli. BMC3 cages readily disassemble 
upon treatment with EDTA (Extended Data Fig. 6c). They were sta-
ble at 50 °C but dissociated upon incubation at 70 °C (Extended Data 
Fig. 6d). A key feature of siderophores is that their cellular release of Fe 
is promoted by the destabilization and labilization of their Fe3+:(HA)3 
centres through reduction to the Fe2+ form in the cytosol27. Along these 
lines, the treatment of BMC3 cages with a strong reductant (dithion-
ite; Ered < –500 mV)30 led to their disappearance and the emergence 
of monomeric species (Extended Data Fig. 6e). By contrast, a weaker 
reductant (ascorbate; Ered > –100 mV at pH 7)31 with a reduction potential 
higher than that of Fe3+:(HA)3 had considerably less effect (Extended 
Data Fig. 6e), suggesting that the disassembly of BMC3 cages occurs 

through the reduction of the Fe centres. These observations establish 
BMC3 cages as a distinctive system among natural and artificial protein 
architectures the assembly and disassembly of which can be controlled 
through multiple stimuli: chemical, thermal or redox. BMC3 cages can 
passively encapsulate small fluorogenic molecules in either their lumen 
or inter-protomer interfaces, retain them for several days and release 
them upon treatment with EDTA (Extended Data Fig. 8).

Formation of a hexameric cage
Unexpectedly, AUC measurements indicated that the other second-
generation variant, BMC4, self-assembled as a hexamer upon Fe and 
Zn coordination, with yields exceeding 70% (Fig. 4a). The 1.50 Å resolu-
tion crystal structure of the BMC4 assembly revealed a D3 symmetric, 
cage-like architecture with a composition of [2 Fe:9 Zn:6 protomers], 
outer dimensions of 75 Å × 50 Å and a cavity volume of more than 
7,800 Å3 (Extended Data Fig. 4). The overall shape is a trigonal bipy-
ramid (Fig. 4b), which is the smallest polyhedral architecture with a 
sizeable interior cavity that can be constructed from an asymmetric 
building block. The apical vertex of each pyramidal half is formed by a 
Fe3+:(Cys82–HA)3 motif shared by three protomers (Fig. 4b). These C3 
symmetric vertices are further reinforced by Zn2+ ions that link pairs 
of protomers through Asp21, Glu25 and His77 coordination (Fig. 4c). 
The pyramids are joined by three equatorial, C2 symmetric vertices 
mediated by Zn centres coordinated to Glu5 and His8 (Fig. 4b, c). A com-
parison to the BMC2 and BMC3 cages indicates that this unexpected 
coordination motif requires an approximately 9 Å slip of each protomer 
along the C2 symmetric interfaces (Fig. 4d). The shift markedly reduces 
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the C2 symmetric contact area between protomers, effectively trans-
forming the edges in the tetrahedral BMC2 and BMC3 cages to vertices 
in the trigonal bipyramidal BMC4 cages. BMC4 cages exhibited similar 
thermal stability to BMC3 cages, with both species disassembling at 
below 70 °C. The thermal robustness of the BMC3 and BMC4 cages 
appear to be limited, at least in part, by the relative instability of the 
individual protomers (Extended Data Fig. 6d).

The large structural transformation is accompanied by a reduction 
in the apical angle formed at the Fe3+:(Cys82–HA)3-mediated vertices 
from 101° in the BMC2 and BMC3 cages to 81° in the BMC4 cage (Fig. 4e). 
This observation highlights the conformational adaptability of the 
Fe3+:(Cys82–HA)3 coordination motif, enabling it to accommodate 
different polyhedral geometries. Such behaviour is reminiscent of 
the interfacial flexibility in some icosahedral virus capsids in which 
the same protomer can form hexamers on capsid faces and pentam-
ers on capsid vertices7. It is worth noting that BMC4 contains all of the 
Zn-coordinating residues on helix 1 to form the C2 symmetric inter-
faces observed in the dodecameric BMC3 cage, indicating that the 
self-assembly process selects an alternative interfacial arrangement 
of lower free energy, enabled by the reversibility of metal coordination 
interactions. In terms of protein design, a caveat of interfacial flexibility 
is that it may lead to nonspecific or unintended self-assembly products, 
although it can also allow error correction during self-assembly and 
increase tolerance to design imperfections.

Conclusions
The self-assembly and function of biomolecular systems are predicated 
upon their specificity, stability and adaptiveness, which, in turn, are 
enabled by extensive networks of non-covalent interactions. Here, 
we have shown that fundamental concepts in inorganic coordination 
chemistry can be applied to achieve all of these attributes in protein 
self-assembly and, specifically, to construct complex polyhedral pro-
tein architectures from a simple, asymmetric building block. Despite 
their minimal design footprints, these cage-like architectures are  
distinguished by their structural compactness and responsiveness—
hallmarks of evolved systems such as viral capsids. Key to our construc-
tion strategy was the reimagination of a biological coordination motif, 
hydroxamic acid, within a new structural context: as a new amino acid 
side chain with the ability to chelate hard metal ions. This example 
expands the growing lexicon of post-translational modifications that 
broaden the chemical scope of proteins.
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Methods

Synthesis of the IHA ligand
O-tritylhydroxylamine was synthesized as previously described32. 
Chloroacetyl chloride (0.58 ml, 7.3 mmol) was dissolved in 2 ml CH2Cl2 
and added dropwise to a suspension of O-tritylhydroxylamine (2.0 g,  
7.3 mmol) and N,N-diisopropylethylamine (2.5 ml, 14.5 mmol) in  
15 ml CH2Cl2 at 0 °C. The reaction mixture was gradually warmed to room 
temperature and stirred at room temperature for an hour. An additional 
15 ml CH2Cl2 was added and the reaction was extracted with H2O (3 × 30 ml).  
The CH2Cl2 solution was collected and evaporated to dryness. A solu-
tion containing 15 ml of CH2Cl2 with 10% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid was 
added and the solution was stirred for 30 min. The crude product was 
purified by silica gel chromatography using a gradient of 0–100% ethyl 
acetate in hexanes as the eluent. The product was visualized using 
a FeCl3 stain. Yield, 55%. Measured molecular weight (m/z): 108.37  
[M − H+]; calculated: 107.99 [M − H+]. 1H NMR: (300 MHz, DMSO-d6)  
δ 10.88 (s, 1H), δ 9.15 (s, 1H), δ 3.93 (s, 2H). 13C NMR: (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) 
δ 162.88, δ 40.45. 2-chloro-N-hydroxyacetamide (400 mg, 3.7 mmol) 
and NaI (2.7 g, 18.3 mmol) were refluxed in 30 ml acetone for 1 h. The 
reaction mixture was purified by silica gel chromatography with 100% 
ethyl acetate as the eluent and dried in vacuo. Yield, >90%. Measured 
molecular weight (m/z): 223.85 [M + Na+]; calculated: 223.95 [M + Na+].  
1H NMR: (300 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 10.81 (s, 1H), δ 9.09 (s, 1H), δ 3.51  
(s, 2H). 13C NMR: (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 164.83, δ −2.01.

Protein expression and purification
All constructs (Supplementary Table 1) were derived from the par-
ent pET-20b(+) plasmid containing the CFMC1 gene via site-directed 
mutagenesis as previously described28,33,34. The appropriate plasmids 
were transformed into BL21(DE3) Escherichia coli cells (New England 
Biolabs) housing a CCM (cytochrome C maturation) cassette contain-
ing a chloramphenicol-resistance marker and expressed as previously 
described35 with minor adjustments. Multiple 2.8-l flasks containing 
1.5 l of LB medium were shaken at 200 rpm for 12 h at 37 °C and then at 
100 rpm for an additional period of around 7 h. Cells were collected 
by centrifugation (5,000 rpm for 10 min at 4 °C), resuspended in a 
buffered solution containing 5 mM sodium acetate (NaOAc) (pH 5.0) 
and 2 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) and lysed via sonication. The pH of the 
crude lysate was first raised to 10 using NaOH to precipitate cellular 
contaminants, then reduced to pH 4.5. After centrifugation (12,000 rpm  
for 20 min at 4 °C), the clarified supernatant was decanted and 
diluted 15-fold with additional buffer. This solution was applied to a 
CM sepharose gravity column (GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated with 
the aforementioned buffer and subjected to multiple buffer washes 
before elution using a stepwise-gradient of NaCl (0–0.5 M). Peak elution 
fractions were combined and concentrated using a 400-ml Amicon 
Stirred Cell (Millipore) and buffer-exchanged by overnight dialysis 
against a buffered solution containing 10 mM phosphate (pH 8.0) at 
4 °C. Next, the protein was purified via a DuoFlow workstation station 
fitted with a Macroprep High Q-cartridge column (BioRad) and eluted 
using a linear gradient over 0–0.5 M NaCl. Fractions that exhibited an 
RZ ratio (A421/A280) > 4.4 were pooled, treated with 2 mM EDTA for 1 h, 
concentrated, and buffer-exchanged into 20 mM tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane (Tris) (pH 7.5) pretreated with Chelex 100 resin (Bio-
Rad), via desalting column (Econo-Pac 10DG pre-packed columns, 
BioRad). Demetallated and purified proteins were concentrated to 
around 2 mM and stored at 4 °C.

Protein labelling and post-labelling purification
Purified protein solutions were treated with a 100-fold excess of DTT 
and placed in an anaerobic Coy chamber for approximately 2 h for 
slow degassing to remove dissolved oxygen. The fully reduced protein 
solution was buffer-exchanged into 20 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-pip-
erazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) (pH 7.5) via desalting column to 

remove DTT, and the concentration of the resulting protein solution was 
determined spectroscopically (Agilent 8452 spectrophotometer) using 
the ε421 (red) = 162,000 M−1 cm−1 (ref. 34). Solid iodohydroxamic acid (IHA) 
was dissolved in 100 μl degassed DMF to generate solutions containing a 
15-fold excess IHA per protein monomer, which were then added to pro-
tein aliquots and incubated overnight. The HA-functionalized variants 
were removed from the Coy chamber and separated from unreacted 
or partially reacted protein via FPLC using a Q-column equilibrated 
with 10 mM N-cyclohexyl-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid (CHES) (pH 9.3) 
and 2 mM DTT and eluted using a linear gradient over 0–0.5 M NaCl. 
Protein functionalization was verified using electrospray ionization 
mass spectrometry (ESI-MS; Extended Data Fig. 1) and the resulting 
protein solutions were buffer-exchanged into demetallated 20 mM 
Tris (pH 7.5) via desalting column, concentrated to around 2 mM and 
stored at 4 °C for further use.

Redesign of CFMC1 interfaces
To render the CFMC1 protomer competent for the bimetallic design 
strategy, we first performed the following mutations to remove poten-
tial competitive interactions: C67E, H59S and H73N. A negative design 
strategy was then used to disrupt a noncovalent dimerization inter-
face found in CFMC1, leading to the mutations A34Q and A38Q. We 
further identified the dearth of protein–protein interactions within 
the core and periphery of the three-fold axis engulfing the 82 posi-
tion as a likely contributor to poor cage assembly and crystallization 
in general. Accordingly, as a means to facilitate cage formation, we 
adopted Rosetta-prescribed mutations at the following positions: 
A24T, Q25(T/E), N80K and E81Q.

Crystallography
Screening and crystallization of all BMC variants were conducted via 
sitting drop vapour diffusion. In brief, solutions containing 2.1–2.2 mM 
BMC protomer were mixed with mother liquor (1 μl + 1 μl) and equili-
brated against 200-μl reservoir volumes. Supplementary Table 2 details 
the experimental conditions for crystal growth. Protein solutions of 
BMC1 and BMC4 were first incubated with FeSO4 for 1 h before mixing 
with ZnCl2. Solutions of BMC2 and BMC3 were mixed with FeSO4 and 
ZnCl2 stock solutions and were immediately combined with the mother 
liquor (to prevent rapid aggregation of the proteins functionalized with 
two HA units). Crystals for all mutants typically appeared within several 
hours and were collected within a week of maturation. Crystals were 
cryoprotected by submersion into perfluoropolyether cryo oil (Hamp-
ton Research) for a few seconds and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. X-ray 
diffraction data were collected at 100 K at either the Advanced Light 
Source (ALS) beamline BL 8.3.1 (using 1.12 Å radiation for BMC3 and 
1.33  Å radiation for BMC4) or at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation 
Lightsource (SSRL) beamlines 9-2 (using 0.98 Å radiation for BMC2) 
and 12-2 (using 0.98 Å radiation for BMC1). Data integration was per-
formed using the XDS Program Package, truncated at CC1/2 > 0.5 (ref. 36). 
Datasets of the same structure recorded at different wavelengths were 
scaled to the highest resolution dataset with XSCALE37,38. Phaser-MR39 
was used to carry out molecular replacement with search models based 
on the CMFC1 monomer (PDB ID: 3M4B) containing the expected side 
chain mutations (generated in Pymol40) but lacking HA. Rigid-body and 
structure refinement was performed using multiple rounds of Phenix.
refine39, interspersed with manual model rebuilding and metal/ligand 
placement with Coot41. Restraint files for the Cys-hydroxamic acid con-
jugates were generated using phenix.eLBOW to maintain the distances 
Cys-SG–HA-C1 (1.816 Å ± 0.02 Å) and angles Cys-CB–Cys-SG–HA-C1 as 
well as Cys-SG–HA-C1–HA-C2 (both 109° ± 3°) during refinement. Where 
necessary, the metal binding geometry of the hydroxamic acids was 
restrained to the distances Fe–HA-O1 (1.98 Å ± 0.05 Å) and Fe–HA-O2 
(2.057 Å ± 0.05 Å) as well as through a planarity constraint for the atoms 
Fe, HA-O1, HA-O2 and HA-C1 following data from a high-resolution 
structure of Fe(iii)-tris-benzhydroxamate trihydrate42. Simulated 
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annealing omit maps (metal atoms and side chain ligands) were gen-
erated for each metal binding site and model accuracy was assessed 
critically against these omit maps. Electron density maps were gener-
ated using Phenix and all molecular graphics images were produced 
with either Pymol or the UCSF ChimeraX package from the Computer 
Graphics Laboratory, University of California, San Francisco43.

Crystallographic metal content analysis
Metal ions, with their relatively high-energy inner electrons, can absorb 
and resonate with soft X-rays; this leads, among other effects, to differ-
ences in the intensity of otherwise centro-symmetric Bragg diffraction 
peaks used for X-ray crystallography. Density maps calculated from 
these differences are routinely used to locate and identify metal ions in 
protein crystals. The magnitude of this anomalous X-ray diffraction var-
ies with the X-ray energy, with stark differences around the energies of 
the K- and L-shell electrons of the respective elements allowing one to dis-
cern between elements at a position in question, if diffraction datasets  
are measured at the appropriate wavelengths. For a visual analysis of the 
bound metals, the scaled datasets of different wavelengths were used 
separately as an input for a single phenix.refine run, each with the final 
model of the highest resolution dataset. Importantly, only the B-factor 
or occupancy were allowed to change during refinement, resulting in 
anomalous difference density maps for each wavelength. Using these 
maps, isomorphous difference maps from data at wavelengths above 
and below the respective element K-edges were generated (if applica-
ble) with Phenix and were inspected manually (Extended Data Fig. 5). 
To gain a more quantitative understanding of the identity of the bound 
metals for each site, the anomalous difference signal of each dataset 
was used to generate CCP4 format maps with phenix.mtz2map. The 
generated maps were used subsequently as inputs to calculate the 
mean signal in a sphere of 1 Å radius centred on each metal atom with 
the program MAPMAN (Uppsala Software Factory). For each pair of 
datasets above and below a metal-absorption edge, the ratio of the 
anomalous signal above and below the edge for every metal atom was 
tabulated. The experimental ratio was compared to the theoretical 
ratio for both Fe and Zn (Extended Data Fig. 5) according to http://
skuld.bmsc.washington.edu/scatter, as calculated using the Cromer 
and Liberman approximation. Theoretical ratios were also calculated 
for hypothetical mixed occupancy Fe/Zn metal sites and compared to 
experimentally observed values (Supplementary Tables 3–6).

Protein cage sample preparation
Self-assembled cages. All samples were prepared in a low-O2 atmos-
phere (Coy glovebox) to minimize undesired oxidation of Fe2+ ions 
before self-assembly. Protein solutions containing 20 μM BMC3 or 
100 μM BMC4 in 20 mM Tris (pH 8.5) were incubated with either 20 μM 
FeSO4 and 60 μM ZnCl2 for BMC3 or 50 μM FeSO4 and 200 μM ZnCl2 for 
BMC4 for 2–3 h to yield the metallated cages. We note that the addition 
of FeSO4 was followed by a small but observable change in the colour 
of the solution from red to pink, attributed to a shift of the haem Soret 
band to longer wavelengths, which suggested reduction of the haem by 
the ferrous ions and generation of ferric ions in close proximity to HA 
group(s). The final BMC3 solutions were then concentrated sevenfold 
before overnight incubation to improve the total cage yield. After self-
assembly, the resulting solutions were diluted back to their original 
concentrations with the self-assembly buffer before characterization.

Dissolved crystals. Fe:Zn:BMC1 and Fe:Zn:BMC2 crystals were dis-
solved using buffer containing 100 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 200 mM MgCl2 
and 800 μM ZnCl2. Mature crystals were removed from their pedestal 
droplet, briefly submerged in fresh buffer to remove uncrystallized pro-
tein and surface-bound precipitates, and transferred into a new sitting 
drop crystallization well containing 8 μl buffer solution. The crystals 
were physically crushed with a small metal scalpel and vigorously pipet-
ted until a large portion of the crystals dissolved. Undissolved crystals 

were removed by centrifugation (10,000 rpm for 5 min at 25 °C), yielding  
a light-red supernatant and dark-red precipitate.

Negative-stain transmission electron microscopy
A 4-μl droplet of BMC cages (either self-assembled or from dissolved 
crystals) was deposited onto formvar/carbon-coated Cu grids (Ted 
Pella) (pretreated by negative-mode glow discharge up to 15 min before-
hand) and allowed to bind for 5 min. The grids were then washed with 
50 μl MilliQ water, blotted using Whatman filter paper and stained 
using 2% uranyl acetate solution in water and blotted again. Grids were 
imaged using a FEI Sphera transmission electron microscope operating 
at 200 keV, equipped with an LaB6 filament and a Gatan 4K CCD camera. 
Micrographs were collected using objective-lens underfocus settings 
ranging from 250 nm to 2 μm and analysed using Fiji (http://fiji.sc/Fiji).

Oligomerization state determination using AUC
Sedimentation velocity measurements were performed at 41,000 rpm 
and 25 °C using an XL-1 analytical ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter) 
equipped with an AN-60 Ti rotor. Data processing was performed using 
Sedfit44 with the following parameters as calculated using SEDNTERP: 
viscosity: 0.01000 poise, density: 0.9988 g/ml (self-assembled samples) 
or viscosity: 0.0113191 poise, density: 1.0196 g/ml (dissolved crystals), 
and a partial specific volume of 0.7313 ml/g for all samples. All reported 
results correspond to a confidence level of 0.95.

Preparation of samples involving crystal dissolution
Dissolved crystal samples (BMC1 and BMC2), prepared as described 
above at ambient conditions, were diluted to 350 μl with 10 mM HEPES 
(pH 7.5), 200 mM MgCl2 and 800 μM ZnCl2. The solution was clari-
fied via brief centrifugation in order to remove crystal debris and the 
supernatant was placed inside the cells.

Calculation of BMC void volumes
Structures of complete cage assemblies for BMC2, BMC3 and BMC4 
were generated via the application of crystallographic symmetry 
operations to the fully refined asymmetric unit of each construct. 
These coordinates were recentred at the origin and stripped of waters, 
hydrogens, alternative conformations and crystallization reagents 
(PEG-400). Volumetric maps and volumes for the internal cavity of 
each cage were calculated using VOIDOO45, and are reported as the 
solvent-accessible volume for a 1.4 Å rolling probe on a 0.25 Å grid 
spacing for all constructs. The cavity volumes using these parameters 
were determined to be approximately 32,700 Å3 (BMC2), 32,700 Å3 
(BMC3) and 7,900 Å3 (BMC4).

Solution self-assembly, disassembly and thermal stability of 
BMC3 and BMC4
Assembled samples were prepared as described above and placed 
inside the AUC measurement cells anaerobically (20 μM BMC3 and 
100 μM BMC4). Disassembly of the cages via metal-ion removal was 
performed by treating the protein cages with 2 mM EDTA for 1 h. Redox-
controlled disassembly of the protein commenced by the addition of 
either 5 mM sodium dithionite or 5 mM sodium ascorbate to the cage 
solution anaerobically and subsequent incubation of the samples at 
around 22 °C for 16 h. Samples were then loaded into the AUC meas-
urement cell.

For thermal stability measurements, samples were placed in a ther-
moregulated chamber preequilibrated at the appropriate temperature 
for 2 h, and subsequently removed from the chamber and equilibrated 
at room temperature for 30 min before AUC analysis. Circular dichroism 
(CD) spectra were measured using an Aviv 215 spectrometer. CD meas-
urements were performed using 10 μM protein in a buffered solution 
containing 20 mM Tris (pH 8.5). Thermal melts were measured at 222 nm  
at a 1 nm slit width, scanning at 1-nm intervals with a 1-s integration time. 
Measurements were taken from 25 °C to 85 °C at 2-degree intervals 
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with a 2 min equilibration at each temperature. Unfolding data were 
fit to a two-state model with van’t Hoff’s enthalpy using the CalFitter 
web server46.

Cryo-EM sample preparation
Self-assembled BMC3 cages were removed from the anaerobic Coy 
chamber immediately before grid preparation. A 3.5-μl aliquot of self-
assembled BMC3 cages was dropped onto holey carbon grids (Electron 
Microscopy Sciences, Quantifoil R1.2/1.3 holey carbon on 300 mesh 
copper) that had been freshly glow-discharged for 30 s. The initial 
application of the sample was side blotted manually with Whatman 
No. 1 filter paper immediately followed by a secondary application 
of a 3.5-μl aliquot, blotted for 3.5 s and plunge-frozen in liquid ethane 
cooled by liquid nitrogen using a Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI).

Cryo-EM data acquisition and image processing
Samples were imaged on a Titan Krios G3 transmission electron 
microscope (FEI) operating at 300 kV equipped with a K2 Summit 
direct electron detector (Gatan) and a GIF Quantum energy filter. 
The slit-width of the energy filter was set to 10 eV. Movies were 
collected at a magnification of 165,000× in EFTEM mode giving 
a physical pixel size of 0.84 Å/pixel. In total, 4,672 movie stacks  
(50 frames/movie) were collected using a 10 s exposure at a dose rate 
of 1.2 e−/Å2 per frame for a total electron dose of 60 e−/Å2 per movie. 
Objective-lens underfocus settings varied between 0.6 μm and 1.6 μm.  
Data collection was performed using software EPU (FEI). All image 
processing was performed in the Relion-3.0 pipeline47. Motion cor-
rection and dose weighting were performed using MotionCor248, 
and defocus values were estimated with Gctf49 using a pixel size of 
0.8 Å/pixel. A total of 3,513 movie stacks were selected following 
motion correction and CTF estimation, and 805,156 particles were 
auto-picked using RELION-3.0. Particle images were extracted and 
binned by 2 (1.6 Å/pixel, 100 pixel box size) and subjected to two-
dimensional (2D) classification. A total of 444,247 particles were 
selected corresponding to good 2D class averages and subjected 
to three-dimensional (3D) classification imposing T symmetry and 
using an initial model generated from a subset of the particles. A 
total of 129,653 particles were chosen from a 3D class showing strong 
secondary-structural elements and subjected to 3D auto-refinement 
with T symmetry. The particles were re-centred and re-extracted to 
their original pixel size of 0.8 Å/pixel. These particles were subjected 
to 3D auto-refinement with T symmetry and the yield map was then 
postprocessed towards 2.6 Å resolution based on the gold-standard 
Fourier shell correlation (FSC) 0.143 criterion. The pixel size of the 
map was manually adjusted using Relion image handler to match the 
physical pixel size of the images. Local resolution was calculated in 
Relion 3.0 using ResMap50.

Model building and refinement
The BMC3 crystal structure (PDB ID: 6OT7) stripped of hydrogens 
and waters was used as an initial model and manually docked into 
the cryo-EM density using UCSF Chimera51. The structural model 
was subject to real space refinement in Phenix against the cryo-EM 
map with geometry restraints for the Fe-binding sites and molecular 
coordinates for the Cys–HA ligand. The atomic model was manually 
improved using Coot. Tightly bound waters were identified based 
on clear density in the EM density map. Whereas the structural flex-
ibility of the hydroxamate sites manifested in poor electron density, 
the twofold interface was much more rigid and unambiguous density 
was observed for Zn-binding. A tryptophan at the 66 position, which 
had shown high-temperature factors in the BMC3 crystal structure, 
was identified in multiple conformations in the EM density map. The 
final model was subjected to real space refinement using Phenix39 and 
evaluated using MolProbity52. All molecular graphics images were 
rendered in PyMoL or UCSF ChimeraX.

Encapsulation of rhodamine in BMC3 cages
BMC3 cages were self-assembled in a low-O2 atmosphere in the pres-
ence of rhodamine for the passive encapsulation of the dye. Solutions 
containing 20 μM BMC3 were incubated with 20 μM FeSO4, 60 μM ZnCl2 
and 2 mM rhodamine. A control sample was prepared in the absence 
of added metal ions (20 μM BMC3 incubated with 2 mM rhodamine). 
Samples were incubated for 2–3 h and concentrated sevenfold before 
overnight incubation. Protein solutions were buffer exchanged on a 
PD-10 desalting column using a buffer containing 20 mM Tris (pH 8.5) 
(with 5 μM FeSO4 and 10 μM ZnCl2 supplemented for solutions already 
containing metal ions) to separate unassociated dye from protein. Cage 
solutions were split in two: one half was treated with 1 mM EDTA and 
incubated for 2 h before washing. All protein solutions were addition-
ally washed three times using a centrifugal filter to completely remove 
any remaining free rhodamine.

Fluorescence measurements were performed using 6 μM protein 
solutions after the previously mentioned wash steps. For each sample, 
an excitation wavelength of 555 nm with a 2 nm slit width was used and 
emission was measured between 560 and 650 nm with a 2 nm slit width 
and 0.2 s integration time. For the time-course experiments, cages 
encapsulating rhodamine were washed three times after 4 days and after 
7 days and diluted to 6 μM before fluorescence measurements. AUC 
measurements were performed at the λmax of the cytochrome (415 nm)  
and at the λmax of rhodamine (555 nm) to assess whether there was a 
sufficiently large rhodamine signal associated with BMC3 cages. Ultra-
violet–visible light (UV-vis) absorbance measurements were performed 
on each solution to measure the protein and rhodamine concentrations. 
Difference spectra were taken between each rhodamine-incubated 
sample and BMC3 protomer to eliminate any background signal.

Statistics and reproducibility
All reported samples represent technical replicates. The ns-TEM 
micrograph of BMC2 cages after 3D crystal dissolution (Fig. 2a) is 
representative of experiments repeated independently four times. 
AUC experiments for BMC2 (Fig. 2b) were performed in duplicate. Self-
assembly of BMC3 cages and subsequent AUC characterization (Fig. 3a) 
were performed the following number of times: BMC3 protomer  
(n = 2), +Fe2+ (n = 4), +Zn2+ (n = 4), +Fe2, +Zn2+ (n = 6). Self-assembly of  
BMC4 cages and subsequent AUC characterization (Fig. 4a) was per-
formed the following number of times: BMC4 protomer (n = 2), +Fe2+ 
(n = 1), +Zn2+ (n = 1), +Fe2, +Zn2+ (n = 5). Mass spectra (Extended Data 
Fig. 1c–f) were collected in duplicate for native and HA-labelled pro-
teins; AUC experiments were performed in duplicate. TEM charac-
terization of BMC constructs (Extended Data Fig. 3) were performed 
the following number of times: dissolved BMC1 crystals (n = 1), dis-
solved BMC2 crystals (n = 4), BMC2 +EDTA (n = 2), self-assembled 
BMC3 cages (n = 5), BMC3 +EDTA (n = 4). AUC experiments following 
the incubation of BMC3 with first-row transition metals (Extended 
Data Fig. 6a) were performed in duplicate. Self-assembly of BMC3 
in the presence of Fe(acetylacetonate)3 (Extended Data Fig. 6b) was 
performed in duplicate. BMC3 cage disassembly in the presence of 
EDTA (Extended Data Fig. 6c) was performed in triplicate. AUC char-
acterization of BMC variants after equilibration at different tempera-
tures (Extended Data Fig. 6d) was performed the following number 
of times: BMC3 at 50 °C (n = 2), BMC3 at 70 °C (n = 2), BMC4 at 50 °C 
(n = 3), BMC4 at 70 °C (n = 3), BMC4 at 90 °C (n = 3). Thermal unfolding of 
BMC variants as measured by CD spectroscopy (Extended Data Fig. 6d) 
was performed in duplicate. Treatment of BMC3 cages with chemical 
reductants (Extended Data Fig. 6e) was performed in duplicate. Cryo-
EM characterization of BMC3 cages was performed after collecting 
4,672 movie stacks. Extended Data Figure 7a shows a representative 
micrograph and three representative 2D class averages. Fluorescence 
characterization of BMC3 samples incubated with rhodamine were 
performed (Extended Data Fig. 8a) in triplicate. AUC characterization 
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of BMC3 cages encapsulating rhodamine (Extended Data Fig. 8b) was 
performed in duplicate. UV-vis characterization of BMC3 samples 
incubated with rhodamine (Extended Data Fig. 8c, d) was performed 
in triplicate. Repeated fluorescence characterization of a solution con-
taining BMC3 cages encapsulating rhodamine (Extended Data Fig. 8e) 
was performed in duplicate.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature 
Research Reporting Summary linked to this paper.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Characterization of the IHA ligand and the BMC 
constructs. a, b, NMR spectra of N-hydroxy-2-iodoacetamide in  
DMSO-d6 for 1H (a) and 13C (b). c–f, ESI-MS of as-isolated and HA-functionalized 
BMC constructs, and AUC profiles of HA-functionalized protomers for BMC1 

(c), BMC2 (d), BMC3 (e) and BMC4 (f). The calculated masses for each 
unlabelled protein are determined by summing the mass of the polypeptide 
sequence and the c-type haem (618 Da) covalently linked to the cytochrome.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Structural comparison of CFMC1 and BMC1 cages.  
a, The symmetric substructures of the CFMC1 dodecameric unit and its  
per-protomer SASA and BSA values. Associative surfaces on the protomers are 
coloured red for homologous interactions and red/orange or blue/cyan for 
heterologous interactions (right). b, Summary of engineered metal-
coordination motifs for BMC constructs (see Supplementary Table 1 for all 

mutations). c, d, Comparison of C2 and C3 symmetric interfaces and 
corresponding metal binding sites for CFMC1 (c) and BMC1 (d). Full cages are 
shown as surfaces; insets show details of each interface. Fe and Zn ions are 
represented as orange and teal spheres, respectively. e, Cartoon 
representation of a full-size BMC1 cage with all metal ions shown as spheres. 
PDB ID: 3M4B (CFMC1), 6OT9 (BMC1).



Extended Data Fig. 3 | ns-TEM characterization of BMC constructs.  
a, b, Dissolved Fe:Zn:BMC1 (a) and Fe:Zn:BMC2 crystals (b) in a buffer 
containing 100 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 200 mM MgCl2 and 800 μM ZnCl2. c, Self-
assembled Fe:Zn:BMC3 cages in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris (pH 8.5),  

20 μM FeSO4 and 60 μM ZnCl2. Histograms in b, c reflect the size distributions 
of Fe:Zn:BMC2 and Fe:Zn:BMC3 cage diameters as measured from ns-TEM 
images. Gaussian fits to both distributions are drawn as solid lines along with 
their centres and standard deviations reported. Scale bars, 50 nm.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Cavity volumes of BMC cages. Solvent-accessible cavity 
volumes within BMC cages as calculated by a 1.4 Å rolling probe are shown 
visually as blue meshes and reported numerically below. Spherical cavities, 

shown as yellow spheres in Figs. 2, 4, are reproduced for comparison to the 
calculated volumes. BMC proteins are represented as transparent cylinders.



Extended Data Fig. 5 | Anomalous densities of engineered metal binding 
sites and conformational flexibility of Cys82–HA site. a–j, Cartoon and stick 
representations of the symmetric interfaces of BMC1 (a, b), BMC2 (c–e), BMC3 
(f–h) and BMC4 (i, j) showing the engineered metal binding sites with the C63–
HA ligands (a, c, f), C82–HA ligands (d, g, i) and Zn binding sites (b, e, h, j). The 
difference in the anomalous signal between pairs of datasets above and below 
the K-shell energy of Zn and Fe, respectively, are depicted as blue or orange 
meshes. A strong signal illustrates a strong change in anomalous signal across 
the respective edge, in turn suggesting the presence of the respective metal. 
The top right corner of each panel indicates the energies of the datasets used 
for the map of the respective colour. All anomalous difference maps are 
contoured at 3σ. As datasets around the Fe-edge were not available for BMC1 
and BMC3 (necessitating calculations using anomalous difference density of 
singular datasets), the calculated f″ values for Zn at 7.3 and 9.3 keV are 0.82 and 

0.52 (that is, non-zero) and thus some residual anomalous signal of the lower 
energy maps around the Zn atoms is expected to result even from strictly 
selective Zn loading. For a more quantitative analysis of the nature of the bound 
metal, ratios of the anomalous signal to the expected values (bottom left 
corner of each panel) were calculated as described in the Methods. k, Stick 
representation of the BMC2 Cys82–HA binding site in both alternative 
conformations with the anomalous difference density over the Fe-edge shown 
as orange mesh and a simulated annealing omit map (omitting all C82–HA 
atoms and Fe) of the normal electron density as light blue mesh contoured at 
2σ. For all Cys–HA binding sites, arrows indicate the handedness of the binding 
site as Δ (right handed) or Λ (left handed). The reversion of handedness in  
k with the respective view angle is indicated by arrows. Colour code for atoms 
in all panels: Fe in orange, Zn in blue, S in yellow, O in red and N in dark blue.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Solution characterization of self-assembled BMC3 
and BMC4 cages. a–c, The oligomerization state of BMC3 cages as monitored 
by AUC measurements following incubation with various first-row transition 
metal ions (a), incubation with Zn2+ and Fe3+ (Fe(acetylacetonate)3) (b) and 
disassembly via sequestration of metal ions by EDTA (c). d, AUC profiles of BMC 
variants after equilibration for 2 h at the indicated temperatures (top). Thermal 

unfolding of BMC variants as measured by circular dichroism spectroscopy  
at 222 nm (bottom). e, AUC profiles of BMC following treatment with  
chemical reductants of different reduction potentials (left). ns-TEM 
micrographs (middle and right) are shown for cage samples incubated with the 
corresponding chemical reductants.



Extended Data Fig. 7 | Cryo-EM analysis of BMC3 cages. a, Representative 
cryo-EM micrograph and 2D class averages. b, Flowchart detailing image 
processing from collected movie stacks to final map. Additional details can be 
found in the Methods. c, FSC curves calculated between the half-maps (black 
line), atomic model to the unmasked full map (purple line) and atomic model to 

the masked full map (blue line). Resolution values are indicated at the gold-
standard FSC 0.143 criterion. d, Local resolution estimates of the final 
reconstruction calculated using ResMap. e, Electron density shown at BMC3 C3 
interfaces highlighting poorly resolved density (reflecting high flexibility) at 
hydroxamate sites and multiple conformations of W66.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Encapsulation of rhodamine inside BMC3 cages.  
a, Fluorescence characterization of BMC3 samples incubated with rhodamine. 
Cages encapsulating rhodamine were treated with EDTA and washed before 
measuring fluorescence intensity. b, AUC profiles of cages encapsulating 
rhodamine monitored at the haem Soret absorption maximum (λmax = 415 nm) 
and rhodamine absorption maximum (λmax = 555 nm). c, UV-vis characterization 

of BMC3 samples incubated with rhodamine. d, Difference spectra of BMC3 
samples and BMC3 protomer shown in c. Free rhodamine dissolved in buffer is 
shown as dark-red dashes. e, Repeated fluorescence characterization of a 
solution containing BMC3 cages encapsulating rhodamine over several days. 
The sample was washed three times before each fluorescence measurement.



Extended Data Table 1 | X-ray data collection, processing and refinement statistics

Numbers in parentheses correspond to the highest-resolution shell.
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Extended Data Table 2 | Cryo-EM data collection, processing, and refinement statistics
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�XYRiKLMVRSNXYWRMQTRMSQUVLMQL\RMYGNKUVYGjMfTRQTRXMVZQZMZXRM̂UZGQYQZQYeR�M̂UZKYQZQYeR�MOXMPY]RV�PRQTOVSM�R̀j̀M̂UZKYQZQYeRMNXOSS�SRNQYOGZK�MÛZGQYQZQYeRMR]\RXYPRGQZK�MPY]RV�PRQTOVSMNZSRMSQUVL�̀M�QZQRMQTRMXRSRZXNTMSZP\KRM�R̀j̀M�ZXeZXVMUGYeRXSYQLMUGVRXjXZVUZQRS�MeYKKZjRXSMYGMXUXZKM�GVYZ�MZGVM\XOeYVRMXRKReZGQMVRPOjXZ\TYNMYGiOXPZQYOGM�R̀j̀MZjR�MSR]�MZGVMYGVYNZQRMfTRQTRXMQTRMSZP\KRMYSMXR\XRSRGQZQYeR̀McXOeYVRMZMXZQYOGZKRMiOXMQTRMSQUVLMSZP\KRMNTOSRG̀MbOXMSQUVYRSMYGeOKeYGjMR]YSQYGjMVZQZSRQS�M\KRZSRMVRSNXYWRMQTRMVZQZSRQMZGVMSOUXNR̀�RSNXYWRMQTRMSZP\KYGjM\XONRVUXRM�R̀j̀MXZGVOP�MSGOfWZKK�MSQXZQYiYRV�MNOGeRGYRGNR�̀M�RSNXYWRMQTRMSQZQYSQYNZKMPRQTOVSMQTZQMfRXRMUSRVMQOM\XRVRQRXPYGRMSZP\KRMSY�RMJ�MYiMGOMSZP\KR�SY�RMNZKNUKZQYOGMfZSM\RXiOXPRV�MVRSNXYWRMTOfMSZP\KRMSY�RSMfRXRMNTOSRGMZGVM\XOeYVRMZMXZQYOGZKRMiOXMfTLMQTRSRMSZP\KRMSY�RSMZXRMSUiiYNYRGQ̀MbOXM̂UZKYQZQYeRMVZQZ�M\KRZSRMYGVYNZQRMfTRQTRXMVZQZMSZQUXZQYOGMfZSMNOGSYVRXRV�MZGVMfTZQMNXYQRXYZMfRXRMUSRVMQOMVRNYVRMQTZQMGOMiUXQTRXMSZP\KYGjMfZSMGRRVRV̀cXOeYVRMVRQZYKSMZWOUQMQTRMVZQZMNOKKRNQYOGM\XONRVUXR�MYGNKUVYGjMQTRMYGSQXUPRGQSMOXMVReYNRSMUSRVMQOMXRNOXVMQTRMVZQZM�R̀j̀M\RGMZGVM\Z\RX�MNOP\UQRX�MRLRMQXZN�RX�MeYVROMOXMZUVYOMR̂UY\PRGQ�MfTRQTRXMZGLOGRMfZSM\XRSRGQMWRSYVRSMQTRM\ZXQYNY\ZGQ�S�MZGVMQTRMXRSRZXNTRX�MZGVMfTRQTRXMQTRMXRSRZXNTRXMfZSMWKYGVMQOMR]\RXYPRGQZKMNOGVYQYOGMZGV�OXMQTRMSQUVLMTL\OQTRSYSMVUXYGjMVZQZMNOKKRNQYOG̀�GVYNZQRMQTRMSQZXQMZGVMSQO\MVZQRSMOiMVZQZMNOKKRNQYOG̀M�iMQTRXRMYSMZMjZ\MWRQfRRGMNOKKRNQYOGM\RXYOVS�MSQZQRMQTRMVZQRSMiOXMRZNTMSZP\KRMNOTOXQ̀
�iMGOMVZQZMfRXRMR]NKUVRVMiXOPMQTRMZGZKLSRS�MSQZQRMSOMJ�MYiMVZQZMfRXRMR]NKUVRV�M\XOeYVRMQTRMR]ZNQMGUPWRXMOiMR]NKUSYOGSMZGVMQTRMXZQYOGZKRMWRTYGVMQTRP�MYGVYNZQYGjMfTRQTRXMR]NKUSYOGMNXYQRXYZMfRXRM\XR�RSQZWKYSTRV̀�QZQRMTOfMPZGLM\ZXQYNY\ZGQSMVXO\\RVMOUQ�VRNKYGRVM\ZXQYNY\ZQYOGMZGVMQTRMXRZSOG�S�MjYeRGMJ�M\XOeYVRMXRS\OGSRMXZQRMJ�MSQZQRMQTZQMGOM\ZXQYNY\ZGQSMVXO\\RVMOUQ�VRNKYGRVM\ZXQYNY\ZQYOG̀�iM\ZXQYNY\ZGQSMfRXRMGOQMZKKONZQRVMYGQOMR]\RXYPRGQZKMjXOU\S�MSQZQRMSOMJ�MVRSNXYWRMTOfM\ZXQYNY\ZGQSMfRXRMZKKONZQRVMQOMjXOU\S�MZGVMYiMZKKONZQYOGMfZSMGOQMXZGVOP�MVRSNXYWRMTOfMNOeZXYZQRSMfRXRMNOGQXOKKRV̀

�XYRiKLMVRSNXYWRMQTRMSQUVL̀MbOXM̂UZGQYQZQYeRMVZQZMYGNKUVRMQXRZQPRGQMiZNQOXSMZGVMYGQRXZNQYOGS�MVRSYjGMSQXUNQUXRM�R̀j̀MiZNQOXYZK�MGRSQRV�MTYRXZXNTYNZK��MGZQUXRMZGVMGUPWRXMOiMR]\RXYPRGQZKMUGYQSMZGVMXR\KYNZQRS̀
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H%!)(�/'#5 1 "��)%#&9��!" 5%9%53') �%'8!>!0!) 3!'#$3 )*�$!k � n(%� %#9��3')%�#9��3'()*��!'/�()!�3 )0" !�93') �%'8!> C" �%3 #)'8!0!) 3!'#$3 )*�$!(! $%#3'#0!)($% !;m � >%#$%5') 6* )* � '5*3') �%'8>!0!) 3��3 )*�$8%!) $%!� 8 7'#))�0�(�!)($0;w90�('� #�)!(� %9'8%!)%) 3'""8% !)�0�(�� ! '�5*>� '$)* '""��"�%') ! 5)%�#/ 9�� ! 8 5)%#&'� !"�#! ;D') �%'8!@ C" �%3 #)'8!0!) 3!#E'w#7�87 $%#)* !)($0?#)%/�$% !A(:'�0�)%55 888%# !B'8' �#)�8�&0?#%3'8!'#$�)* ���&'#%!3!m(3'#� ! '�5*"'�)%5%"'#)!�8%#%5'8$')'

D )*�$!#E'w#7�87 $%#)* !)($0�*wBI! n=8�650)�3 )�0D1wI/'! $# (��%3'&%#&

?#)%/�$% !?#)%/�$% !(! $~'8%$')%�#

�RSNXYWRMQTRMXRSRZXNTMSZP\KRM�R̀j̀MZMjXOU\MOiMQZjjRVMcZSSRXMVOPRSQYNUS�MZKKM�QRGONRXRUSMQTUXWRXYMfYQTYGMJXjZGMcY\RM�ZNQUSM�ZQYOGZKM_OGUPRGQ��MZGVM\XOeYVRMZMXZQYOGZKRMiOXMQTRMSZP\KRMNTOYNR̀M�TRGMXRKReZGQ�MVRSNXYWRMQTRMOXjZGYSPMQZ]Z�MSOUXNR�MSR]�MZjRMXZGjRMZGVMZGLMPZGY\UKZQYOGS̀M�QZQRMfTZQM\O\UKZQYOGMQTRMSZP\KRMYSMPRZGQMQOMXR\XRSRGQMfTRGMZ\\KYNZWKR̀MbOXMSQUVYRSMYGeOKeYGjMR]YSQYGjMVZQZSRQS�MVRSNXYWRMQTRMVZQZMZGVMYQSMSOUXNR̀�OQRMQTRMSZP\KYGjM\XONRVUXR̀M�RSNXYWRMQTRMSQZQYSQYNZKMPRQTOVSMQTZQMfRXRMUSRVMQOM\XRVRQRXPYGRMSZP\KRMSY�RMJ�MYiMGOMSZP\KR�SY�RMNZKNUKZQYOGMfZSM\RXiOXPRV�MVRSNXYWRMTOfMSZP\KRMSY�RSMfRXRMNTOSRGMZGVM\XOeYVRMZMXZQYOGZKRMiOXMfTLMQTRSRMSZP\KRMSY�RSMZXRMSUiiYNYRGQ̀�RSNXYWRMQTRMVZQZMNOKKRNQYOGM\XONRVUXR�MYGNKUVYGjMfTOMXRNOXVRVMQTRMVZQZMZGVMTOf̀
�GVYNZQRMQTRMSQZXQMZGVMSQO\MVZQRSMOiMVZQZMNOKKRNQYOG�MGOQYGjMQTRMiXR̂URGNLMZGVM\RXYOVYNYQLMOiMSZP\KYGjMZGVM\XOeYVYGjMZMXZQYOGZKRMiOXMQTRSRMNTOYNRS̀M�iMQTRXRMYSMZMjZ\MWRQfRRGMNOKKRNQYOGM\RXYOVS�MSQZQRMQTRMVZQRSMiOXMRZNTMSZP\KRMNOTOXQ̀M�\RNYiLMQTRMS\ZQYZKMSNZKRMiXOPMfTYNTMQTRMVZQZMZXRMQZ�RG�iMGOMVZQZMfRXRMR]NKUVRVMiXOPMQTRMZGZKLSRS�MSQZQRMSOMJ�MYiMVZQZMfRXRMR]NKUVRV�MVRSNXYWRMQTRMR]NKUSYOGSMZGVMQTRMXZQYOGZKRMWRTYGVMQTRP�MYGVYNZQYGjMfTRQTRXMR]NKUSYOGMNXYQRXYZMfRXRM\XR�RSQZWKYSTRV̀�RSNXYWRMQTRMPRZSUXRSMQZ�RGMQOMeRXYiLMQTRMXR\XOVUNYWYKYQLMOiMR]\RXYPRGQZKMiYGVYGjS̀MbOXMRZNTMR]\RXYPRGQ�MGOQRMfTRQTRXMZGLMZQQRP\QSMQOMXR\RZQMQTRMR]\RXYPRGQMiZYKRVMJ�MSQZQRMQTZQMZKKMZQQRP\QSMQOMXR\RZQMQTRMR]\RXYPRGQMfRXRMSUNNRSSiUK̀�RSNXYWRMTOfMSZP\KRS�OXjZGYSPS�\ZXQYNY\ZGQSMfRXRMZKKONZQRVMYGQOMjXOU\S̀M�iMZKKONZQYOGMfZSMGOQMXZGVOP�MVRSNXYWRMTOfMNOeZXYZQRSMfRXRMNOGQXOKKRV̀M�iMQTYSMYSMGOQMXRKReZGQMQOMLOUXMSQUVL�MR]\KZYGMfTL̀�RSNXYWRMQTRMR]QRGQMOiMWKYGVYGjMUSRVMVUXYGjMVZQZMZN̂UYSYQYOGMZGVMZGZKLSYS̀M�iMWKYGVYGjMfZSMGOQM\OSSYWKR�MVRSNXYWRMfTLMJ�MR]\KZYGMfTLMWKYGVYGjMfZSMGOQMXRKReZGQMQOMLOUXMSQUVL̀

�RSNXYWRMQTRMSQUVLMNOGVYQYOGSMiOXMiYRKVMfOX��M\XOeYVYGjMXRKReZGQM\ZXZPRQRXSM�R̀j̀MQRP\RXZQUXR�MXZYGiZKK�̀
�QZQRMQTRMKONZQYOGMOiMQTRMSZP\KYGjMOXMR]\RXYPRGQ�M\XOeYVYGjMXRKReZGQM\ZXZPRQRXSM�R̀j̀MKZQYQUVRMZGVMKOGjYQUVR�MRKReZQYOG�MfZQRXMVR\QT�̀�RSNXYWRMQTRMRiiOXQSMLOUMTZeRMPZVRMQOMZNNRSSMTZWYQZQSMZGVMQOMNOKKRNQMZGVMYP\OXQ�R]\OXQMLOUXMSZP\KRSMYGMZMXRS\OGSYWKRMPZGGRXMZGVMYGMNOP\KYZGNRMfYQTMKONZK�MGZQYOGZKMZGVMYGQRXGZQYOGZKMKZfS�MGOQYGjMZGLM\RXPYQSMQTZQMfRXRMOWQZYGRVM�jYeRMQTRMGZPRMOiMQTRMYSSUYGjMZUQTOXYQL�MQTRMVZQRMOiMYSSUR�MZGVMZGLMYVRGQYiLYGjMYGiOXPZQYOG�̀�RSNXYWRMZGLMVYSQUXWZGNRMNZUSRVMWLMQTRMSQUVLMZGVMTOfMYQMfZSMPYGYPY�RV̀

tttttt

ttt

�RSNXYWRMZKKMZGQYWOVYRSMUSRVMYGMQTRMSQUVL[MZSMZ\\KYNZWKR�M\XOeYVRMSU\\KYRXMGZPR�MNZQZKOjMGUPWRX�MNKOGRMGZPR�MZGVMKOQMGUPWRX̀
�RSNXYWRMQTRMeZKYVZQYOGMOiMRZNTM\XYPZXLMZGQYWOVLMiOXMQTRMS\RNYRSMZGVMZ\\KYNZQYOG�MGOQYGjMZGLMeZKYVZQYOGMSQZQRPRGQSMOGMQTRMPZGUiZNQUXRX�SMfRWSYQR�MXRKReZGQMNYQZQYOGS�MZGQYWOVLM\XOiYKRSMYGMOGKYGRMVZQZWZSRS�MOXMVZQZM\XOeYVRVMYGMQTRMPZGUSNXY\Q̀
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<%5:)*%!/�C)�5�#9%�3)*'))* �'6'#$5'8%/�') $$') !'� '7'%8'/8 %#)* "'" ���%#2(""8 3 #)'�0w#9��3')%�#;?#%3'8!'#$�)* ���&'#%!3!B�8%50%#9��3')%�#'/�()!)($% !%#7�87%#&'#%3'8!�?11w~A&(%$ 8%# !� 5�33 #$ $9��� "��)%#&'#%3'8� ! '�5*.'/��')��0'#%3'8!k%8$'#%3'8!

=% 8$I5�88 5) $!'3"8 !
A)*%5!�7 �!%&*)
4�) )*')9(88%#9��3')%�#�#)* '""��7'8�9)* !)($0"��)�5�83(!)'8!�/ "��7%$ $%#)* 3'#(!5�%");m(3'#� ! '�5*"'�)%5%"'#)!B�8%50%#9��3')%�#'/�()!)($% !%#7�87%#&*(3'#� ! '�5*"'�)%5%"'#)!B�"(8')%�#5*'�'5) �%!)%5!
1 5�(%)3 #)
A)*%5!�7 �!%&*)4�) )*')9(88%#9��3')%�#�#)* '""��7'8�9)* !)($0"��)�5�83(!)'8!�/ "��7%$ $%#)* 3'#(!5�%");�8%#%5'8$')'B�8%50%#9��3')%�#'/�()58%#%5'8!)($% !?883'#(!5�%")!!*�(8$5�3"806%)*)* w�DxA&(%$ 8%# !9��"(/8%5')%�#�958%#%5'8� ! '�5*'#$'5�3"8 ) $��42�1<5* 5:8%!)3(!)/ %#58($ $6%)*'88!(/3%!!%�#!;�8%#%5'8)�%'8� &%!)�')%�#2)($0"��)�5�8H')'5�88 5)%�#

�QZQRMQTRMSOUXNRMOiMRZNTMNRKKMKYGRMUSRV̀
�RSNXYWRMQTRMZUQTRGQYNZQYOGM\XONRVUXRSMiOXMRZNTMNRKKMKYGRMUSRVMJ�MVRNKZXRMQTZQMGOGRMOiMQTRMNRKKMKYGRSMUSRVMfRXRMZUQTRGQYNZQRV̀
�OGiYXPMQTZQMZKKMNRKKMKYGRSMQRSQRVMGRjZQYeRMiOXMPLNO\KZSPZMNOGQZPYGZQYOGMJ�MVRSNXYWRMQTRMXRSUKQSMOiMQTRMQRSQYGjMiOXMPLNO\KZSPZMNOGQZPYGZQYOGMJ�MVRNKZXRMQTZQMQTRMNRKKMKYGRSMfRXRMGOQMQRSQRVMiOXMPLNO\KZSPZMNOGQZPYGZQYOG̀�ZPRMZGLMNOPPOGKLMPYSYVRGQYiYRVMNRKKMKYGRSMUSRVMYGMQTRMSQUVLMZGVM\XOeYVRMZMXZQYOGZKRMiOXMQTRYXMUSR̀

cXOeYVRM\XOeRGZGNRMYGiOXPZQYOGMiOXMS\RNYPRGSMZGVMVRSNXYWRM\RXPYQSMQTZQMfRXRMOWQZYGRVMiOXMQTRMfOX�M�YGNKUVYGjMQTRMGZPRMOiMQTRMYSSUYGjMZUQTOXYQL�MQTRMVZQRMOiMYSSUR�MZGVMZGLMYVRGQYiLYGjMYGiOXPZQYOG�̀�GVYNZQRMfTRXRMQTRMS\RNYPRGSMTZeRMWRRGMVR\OSYQRVMQOM\RXPYQMiXRRMZNNRSSMWLMOQTRXMXRSRZXNTRXS̀
�iMGRfMVZQRSMZXRM\XOeYVRV�MVRSNXYWRMTOfMQTRLMfRXRMOWQZYGRVM�R̀j̀MNOKKRNQYOG�MSQOXZjR�MSZP\KRM\XRQXRZQPRGQMZGVMPRZSUXRPRGQ��MfTRXRMQTRLMfRXRMOWQZYGRVM�ỲR̀MKZWMGZPR��MQTRMNZKYWXZQYOGM\XOjXZPMZGVMQTRM\XOQONOKMiOXM̂UZKYQLMZSSUXZGNRMJ�MSQZQRMQTZQMGOMGRfMVZQRSMZXRM\XOeYVRV̀

bOXMKZWOXZQOXLMZGYPZKS�MXR\OXQMS\RNYRS�MSQXZYG�MSR]MZGVMZjRMJ�MSQZQRMQTZQMQTRMSQUVLMVYVMGOQMYGeOKeRMKZWOXZQOXLMZGYPZKS̀
cXOeYVRMVRQZYKSMOGMZGYPZKSMOWSRXeRVMYGMOXMNZ\QUXRVMYGMQTRMiYRKV[MXR\OXQMS\RNYRS�MSR]MZGVMZjRMfTRXRM\OSSYWKR̀M�RSNXYWRMTOfMZGYPZKSMfRXRMNZUjTQMZGVMQXZGS\OXQRVMZGVMfTZQMTZ\\RGRVMQOMNZ\QYeRMZGYPZKSMZiQRXMQTRMSQUVLM�YiM�YKKRV�MR]\KZYGMfTLMZGVMVRSNXYWRMPRQTOV[MYiMXRKRZSRV�MSZLMfTRXRMZGVMfTRG�MJ�MSQZQRMQTZQMQTRMSQUVLMVYVMGOQMYGeOKeRMfYKVMZGYPZKS̀bOXMKZWOXZQOXLMfOX�MfYQTMiYRKV�NOKKRNQRVMSZP\KRS�MVRSNXYWRMZKKMXRKReZGQM\ZXZPRQRXSMSUNTMZSMTOUSYGj�MPZYGQRGZGNR�MQRP\RXZQUXR�M\TOQO\RXYOVMZGVMRGV�Oi�R]\RXYPRGQM\XOQONOKMJ�MSQZQRMQTZQMQTRMSQUVLMVYVMGOQMYGeOKeRMSZP\KRSMNOKKRNQRVMiXOPMQTRMiYRKV̀�VRGQYiLMQTRMOXjZGY�ZQYOG�S�MQTZQMZ\\XOeRVMOXM\XOeYVRVMjUYVZGNRMOGMQTRMSQUVLM\XOQONOK�MJ�MSQZQRMQTZQMGOMRQTYNZKMZ\\XOeZKMOXMjUYVZGNRMfZSMXR̂UYXRVMZGVMR]\KZYGMfTLMGOQ̀

�RSNXYWRMQTRMNOeZXYZQR�XRKReZGQM\O\UKZQYOGMNTZXZNQRXYSQYNSMOiMQTRMTUPZGMXRSRZXNTM\ZXQYNY\ZGQSM�R̀j̀MZjR�MjRGVRX�MjRGOQL\YNMYGiOXPZQYOG�M\ZSQMZGVMNUXXRGQMVYZjGOSYSMZGVMQXRZQPRGQMNZQRjOXYRS�̀M�iMLOUMiYKKRVMOUQMQTRMWRTZeYOUXZKM�MSONYZKMSNYRGNRSMSQUVLMVRSYjGMÛRSQYOGSMZGVMTZeRMGOQTYGjMQOMZVVMTRXR�MfXYQRM��RRMZWOeR̀��RSNXYWRMTOfM\ZXQYNY\ZGQSMfRXRMXRNXUYQRV̀MJUQKYGRMZGLM\OQRGQYZKMSRKi�SRKRNQYOGMWYZSMOXMOQTRXMWYZSRSMQTZQMPZLMWRM\XRSRGQMZGVMTOfMQTRSRMZXRMKY�RKLMQOMYP\ZNQMXRSUKQS̀�VRGQYiLMQTRMOXjZGY�ZQYOG�S�MQTZQMZ\\XOeRVMQTRMSQUVLM\XOQONOK̀

cXOeYVRMQTRMQXYZKMXRjYSQXZQYOGMGUPWRXMiXOPM�KYGYNZK�XYZKS̀jOeMOXMZGMR̂UYeZKRGQMZjRGNL̀
�OQRMfTRXRMQTRMiUKKMQXYZKM\XOQONOKMNZGMWRMZNNRSSRVMJ�MYiMGOQMZeZYKZWKR�MR]\KZYGMfTL̀
�RSNXYWRMQTRMSRQQYGjSMZGVMKONZKRSMOiMVZQZMNOKKRNQYOG�MGOQYGjMQTRMQYPRM\RXYOVSMOiMXRNXUYQPRGQMZGVMVZQZMNOKKRNQYOG̀
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� 88"�"(8')%�#'/(#$'#5 
l')%#&!)�') &0
<%5:)*%!/�C)�5�#9%�3)*')'9%&(�  C 3"8%90%#&)* &')%#&!)�') &0%!"��7%$ $%#)* 2(""8 3 #)'�0w#9��3')%�#;

�RSNXYWRMTOfMLOUM\XR�VRiYGRVM\XYPZXLMZGVMSRNOGVZXLMOUQNOPRMPRZSUXRSMZGVMTOfMLOUMZSSRSSRVMQTRSRMPRZSUXRS̀

bOXM��GYQYZKMSUWPYSSYOG�MOXM��ReYSRVMeRXSYOG�MVONUPRGQS�M\XOeYVRMXReYRfRXMZNNRSSMKYG�S̀MMbOXMLOUXM�bYGZKMSUWPYSSYOG�MVONUPRGQ�M\XOeYVRMZMKYG�MQOMQTRMVR\OSYQRVMVZQZ̀cXOeYVRMZMKYSQMOiMZKKMiYKRSMZeZYKZWKRMYGMQTRMVZQZWZSRMSUWPYSSYOG̀
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